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Abstract—In this paper, we present a robust and novel 
strategic invisible watermarking scheme which can be 
used in the field of copyright protection. The novelty of 
our algorithm lies in the creation of a compound 
watermark image using the target image and the key 
image, where both of them are self encrypted. The self 
encryption concept adds an extra level of data security 
along with the security supported by the watermarking 
technique. Again, our method results a single invisible 
watermarked image which will be sent to the recipient 
and from that image, both the key and the target image 
can be extracted with no distortion using only the 
proposed extraction algorithm. Results of exhaustive 
experimentation using standard input color images 
demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of our 
approach. 
Index Terms—Authentication, content protection, 
cryptography, ownership identification. watermarking 

I. Introduction 

The rapid evolution of the Internet makes easier the 
transmission of digital multimedia content such as text, 
audio, images, and video. Digital media can be accessed 
or distributed through the network. As a result, copying 
is simple with no loss of fidelity, and thus the copy of a 
digital medium is identical to the original one. An 
unlimited number of identical copies of digital media 
can be illegally produced; this is a serious threat to the 
copyright of the media owner. Therefore, protection of 
intellectual property rights of the media owner is an 
important issue in the digital world. 

Digital watermarking is a process of embedding data 
(watermark) into a multimedia object to help to protect 
the owner’s right to that object. The embedded data 
(watermark) may be either visible or invisible. 

In visible watermarking of images, a secondary image 
(the watermark) is embedded in a primary image such 
that watermark is intentionally perceptible to a human 
observer indicating the ownership of the image. Whereas 
in the case of invisible watermarking the embedded data 

is not perceptible, but may be extracted by a computer 
program [1]. 

In recent years, we have many watermarking tools to 
secure documents, information and also to maintain the 
originality and integrity of digital multimedia content. 
Most of existing invisible watermarking schemes are 
designed for either copyright protection or content 
authentication. Invisible watermarks can be broadly 
classified into two types, robust and fragile watermarks. 
Robust watermarks are generally used for copyright 
protection and ownership verification because they are 
robust to nearly all kinds of image processing operations. 
In comparison, fragile watermarks are mainly applied to 
content authentication and integrity attestation because 
they are completely fragile to any modifications. To 
fulfill multipurpose applications, several multipurpose 
watermarking algorithms based on wavelet transform 
and fast Fourier transform have been presented.   

In this paper, we have presented a robust invisible 
watermarking technique to protect unauthorized access 
of data. When encryption techniques are used in 
conjunction with watermarking [2], protection from 
unauthorized access of digital content can be achieved. 
Our algorithm has been designed in such a way that it 
combines the concept of image encryption along with 
the watermarking scheme.  Here, the message is 
watermarked immediately after creation. The sending 
party encrypts the watermarked content to provide the 
second layer of protection. At the receiving end, the 
stream is decrypted before watermark detection takes 
place. In our approach, use of cryptography protects the 
content while sending it through the network and the 
embedding of watermark implements ownership 
identification and the originality of the content. 

II. Related Works 

Huang et al. have developed [3] a watermarking 
scheme for the image ownership verification in terms of 
a private key pattern and wavelet filters. The 
watermarking is mainly achieved within the process of 
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decomposition and reconstruction by forging watermark-
carrying wavelet filters. But the proposed scheme is not 
robust against Noise addition, Cropping and distortion. 
If these factors are getting increased in the resultant 
image, then the proposed scheme fails to obtain the 
required pattern. 

 Anthony et al, [4] proposed an algorithm using the 
fast Hadamard transform (FHT) for the copyright 
protection of images. This algorithm can embed or hide 
an entire image or pattern as a watermark such as a 
company’s logo or trademark directly into the original 
image. Authors have evaluated the performance of their 
algorithm using a benchmarking tool called Stirmark 
The experimental results shown in the paper claims that 
the suggested method can survive up to 60% of the 
Stirmark attacks. The proposed method has not been 
found to be so effective against random geometric 
transforms, such as shearing and general linear 
transforms. Also, it produces less acceptable results 
against the attacks like changing of Aspect Ratio, 
Compression and Scaling. 

Hao et al, [5] presented a wavelet based 
watermarking technique that quantizes the so-called 
super trees for copyright protection. Embedding of each 
watermark bit is performed across diverse frequency 
bands. This feature enables the watermarking technique 
to resist the attacks in both frequency and time domains 
in a robust manner. Their results in their paper 
established the resistance of their system against attacks 
such as the removal of the highpass band in low-pass 
processing, and the removal of highpass details in JPEG 
compression. Moreover, they demonstrated the 
robustness to time domain attacks such as pixel shifting 
and rotation. In addition to protection of copyrights, 
their proposed watermarking scheme backs data hiding 
or image authentication. 

R.J. Hwang [6] proposed a watermark method which 
is built up on the concept of visual cryptography in order 
to protect copyright ownership of digital image. 
According to the proposed method, the watermark 
pattern does not have to be embedded into the original 
image directly, which makes it harder to detect or 
recover from the marked image in an illegal way. It can 
be retrieved from the marked image without making 
comparison with the original image. The weakness of 
their proposed method is to use of different verification 
information for different watermarked images. 

Cox et al. [7] has used spread spectrum techniques to 
embed watermarks in the DCT domain. To improve 
Cox’s method, Lu et al. [8] did use cocktail watermarks 
which has improved the robustness and used HVS to 
maintain high fidelity of the watermarked image.  The 
important issues such as the rightful ownership deadlock 
problem, the capacity problem, and the public-key 
detection problem will be considered in future research 
in addition to the robustness issue of watermarking 
addressed in their paper. 

Lu et al. [9] presented a novel multipurpose blind 
digital image watermarking technique based on the 

multistage vector quantizer structure, which can be 
applied to both image authentication and copyright 
protection. They embed both semi-fragile and robust 
watermarks using different embedding techniques. The 
proposed method is fragile to most intentional attacks as 
their watermarking can endure few modifications. 

Lu et al. [10] presented a multipurpose watermarking 
scheme which can be applied to attain both 
authentication and protection of multimedia data. The 
hiding process embeds the watermark once which can be 
extracted for diverse applications in the detection 
process, invisibly. The authors intend to verify data 
integrity as well to confirm the rightful ownership 
employing this multipurpose watermarking scheme. The 
efficiency of their watermarking scheme for content 
authentication and copyright protection is illustrated by 
the results. But, the use of multiple watermarks can 
result ownership deadlock as well as fingerprint 
problems. 

Hu et al. [11] have proposed a reversible visible 
watermarking algorithm to satisfy a new application 
scenario where the visible watermark serves as a tag or 
ownership identifier, but can be completely removed to 
recover the original image data. It includes two 
procedures: data hiding and visible watermark 
embedding. In order to recover both the watermark-
covered and non-watermark- covered image contents at 
the receiver end without any loss, the payload consists of 
two reconstruction data packets, one for recovering the 
watermark covered region, and the other for recovering 
the non-watermark-covered region. The data hiding 
technique reversibly hides the payload in the image 
region not covered by the visible watermark. 

Tzeng et al. [12] presented an asymmetrical 
watermarking method for copyright protection that 
satisfies the zero knowledge principle with the intention 
to overcome the weaknesses of contemporary symmetric 
watermarking methods. The enhancement of the 
watermark space concept of their preceding symmetric 
watermarking method in their method made their 
asymmetric design a robust one. It is improbable to 
eradicate the watermark without visibly deforming the 
watermarked image owing to the significant dependence 
of their watermark on the original image. 

In order to achieve the copyright protection, a two-
phase watermarking scheme which extracts both the 
grayscale watermark and the binary one from the 
protected images was presented by Hu et al [13]. 
Initially, their scheme employed the pixel values of the 
original image to construct a grayscale watermark image. 
Then, their scheme intends to retrieve a binary 
watermark image by employing the just-procured-
permuted grayscale watermark from the first phase. The 
outcome of their scheme is the lossless embedding i.e. 
the protected images and the original ones are identical 
when viewed. The authentication process in general does 
not necessitate the original image. Only the possessors 
of original grayscale watermark and the corresponding 
secret keys can extract the grayscale and binary 
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watermarks in sequence. Thus, the system is enhanced in 
terms of security and robustness. Their proposed system 
fulfills the common necessities of image watermarking 
and is superior in comparison with the existing system in 
terms of transparency and robustness, which is 
demonstrated by the acquired results. 

A novel watermarking scheme for copyright 
protection of color images was presented by Hsieh et al. 
[14]. The prerequisite of imperceptibility and robustness 
for a reasonable watermarking scheme has been fulfilled 
by their proposed scheme. The resistance of their 
scheme against numerous attacks for instance cropping, 
scaling, and JPEG compression, etc was illustrated by 
the experimental results. In addition, the ability of the 
scheme to extract unique features from diverse images, 
which is a vital prerequisite for feature extraction, was 
demonstrated by the unique identification experiment. 
The ability of their scheme to calculate the scaling factor 
for different images whilst preserving the robustness and 
imperceptibility requirement, which is in contrast to 
other watermarking schemes that require manual 
adjustment in the embedding scaling factor, is an 
additional advantage of their scheme. 

Despite significant advances, research still needs to 
address many challenges related to attack resilience and 
robustness. Robustness of the watermarking techniques 
against several types of attacks is the main challenge in 
multimedia watermarking for copyright protection. And 
thus, invisible robust watermarking of digital images has 
become very crucial and important tool for network 
security, Content Protection and Copyright Protection. 
For easy identification of ownership, authentication, a 
source-based watermark like a unique identifiable color 
logo is more appealing.  

Thus, we address the issue of strategically creating 
and implanting a watermark with the purpose of attack 
prevention, detection and ownership identification. 

III. Our Works 

To the best our knowledge, our work is the first 
attempt at introducing the concepts of encryption 
algorithms to hide the contents of an image file. Here we 
have coined a new term “PASSPIC”, which plays the 
same role that of the password or keyword in standard 
encrypting algorithms. This “PASSPIC” is used 
unaltered both in encryption and decryption. So, the 
whole algorithm is purely dependent on “PASSPIC”.  

The algorithm of our proposed method is given below. 

3.1. For Target File 

3.1.1. For encryption. 
1. Open the “PASSPIC” and the target file and 

read each pixel from them. 
2. Split the pixels into RGB format and each RGB 

into 8 X 3= 24 bits. 
3. Reverse each pixel of Target file.  And make 

special XOR operation within the reversed byte 
and byte from “PASSPIC”.  

4. Transpose the positions of the resultant bytes in 
cyclical manner. 

5. Repeat the above steps. 
3.1.2. For decryption. 

1. Open the “PASSPIC” and the encoded target 
file and read each pixel from them. 

2. Split the pixels into RGB format and each RGB 
into 8 X 3= 24 bits. 

3. Transpose the positions of the bytes of encoded 
Target file in cyclical manner twice. 

4. Make special XOR operation within the byte of 
transposed encoded target file and byte from 
“PASSPIC”. Reverse each pixel of Target file. 

5. Repeat the above steps till you reach the end of 
the file.  

3.2. For PASSPIC 

3.2.1. For encryption. 
1. Open the “PASSPIC” and read each pixel from 

it. 
2. Split the pixel into RGB format and each RGB 

into 8 X 3 = 24 bits.  
3. Follow GRR, GBB, RGG, and BGG for special 

XOR operation, i.e., first 2 bytes have gone 
through XOR and the result is stored in the 
second byte. 

4. Follow step-2 and step-3 until the end of the 
file is reached.  

3.2.2. For decryption. 
1. Open the encoded “PASSPIC” and read each 

pixel from it. 
2. Split the pixels into RGB format and each RGB 

into 8 X 3= 24 bits. 
3. Substitute the positions between R and B. 
4. Follow GRR, GBB, RGG, and BGG for special 

XOR operation, i.e., first 2 bytes have gone 
through XOR and the result is stored in the 
second byte. 

5. Follow step-2 and step-3 and step-4 until the 
end of the file is reached.  

3.3. For Watermark 

3.3.1. For encryption. 
1. Open the encoded “PASSPIC” and the Encoded 

target file and read each pixel from them.  
2. Split the pixel into RGB format and each RGB 

into 8 X 3 = 24 bits.  
3. Now check 8 bits at a time from encoded 

“PASSPIC”. If ‘1’ is present at a position then 
represent that position in Binary in Excess-3 
Format else if there is ‘0’ then representing that 
position plain Binary 4-bit representation. Now 
put 8-bit from the encoded target file after them. 

4. Continue step-2 and step-3 until the end of the 
file is reached. 

3.3.2. For decryption. 
1. Open the Watermarked Picture. Read each 

pixel from it.   
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2. Split the pixels into RGB format and each RGB 
into 8 X 3= 24 bits. 

3. Now check 32 bits at a time and then check 4-
bits in groups. If those 4-bits are in Excess-3 
the convert it into plain Binary else keep it as it 
was. Then store it as encoded “PASSPIC”.   

4. Check next 8-bit of it and store it as encoded 
target file.  

5. Continue step-3 and step-4 until the end of the 
file is reached. 

Basically this encrypting and decrypting Algorithms 
for the target file consist of three basic standard 
functions –  

1. Reversal implementing Transposition 
Technique. 

2. Special XOR operation. 
3. Cyclic replacement scheme using substitution 

technique. 
After opening the “PASSPIC” and the target picture, 

we start reading the pixels of the two until the target file 
ends. Each pixel is split into its contents, i.e., R-G-B. 
The bits of each of the split bytes of the target files are, 
then, passed through (1), i.e., the reversal scheme and 
then (2) is followed, i.e., special XOR operation with the 
PASSPIC’s bits then the R-G-B are shifted  by (3) in 
circular fashion.  

For decryption in the same way as above shown 
encryption it is required reopen the “PASSPIC” and the 
encoded BMP file. But now we have to first follow (3), 
i.e. , the cyclic displacement scheme twice and then we 
have to follow Special Exclusive-OR operation with the 
PASSPIC’s bits and then transposition technique (1), and 
restore the pixels in a new picture that will be ultimately 
the same as our original file which was needed to be 
shared through network. 

Now if we share the “PASSPIC” and the encrypted 
target file through network, it may occur that a crypt- 
analyzer getting the “PASSPIC” may crack the target 
file in its original format. But if we encode the 
“PASSPIC” too, then, it will be far more difficult to 
analyze the target file. So, to encode the “PASSPIC”, we 
also require some algorithm. This algorithm also consists 
of Special XOR operation and Substitution technique. 
Similarly to decrypt it we follow the same way.  

Now, to send these two encrypted image files we are 
taking help of Watermarking. Here, we are just 
enlarging the encoded  “PASSPIC”  using bitwise 
checking of positions of ‘1’ and replacing it in EXCESS 
3 FORMAT  and embedding the encoded Target file in 
it.  

From the algorithm it is pretty simple to get the idea 
that the encryption is depending on the nature of 
“PASSPIC” thrice for completion. So, for a hacker it is 
needed to search for the key or hit the algorithm thrice 
than the other existing ones.  

IV. Results and Discussions 

During our implementation phase, we have tested our 
algorithm for different sets of images. We considered 
different kind of images like: Chart, Map, Signatures, 
Logo and etc in our initial data set. The algorithm has 
shown good result for the entire data set. In this section, 
we are showing few good results. 

A. Performance analysis of the stated algorithm 

In our first experiment, we have considered a Digital 
Signature which can be watermarked with any kind of 
normal image. After applying our algorithm, the 
resultant Watermark image is also shown.  

From the resultant image, it is clear that with out 
applying the proper decryption algorithm (as mentioned 
in our paper) along with the correct Passpic, it is 
impossible to obtain the original digital signature which 
has been embedded in it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

    PASSPIC 1            TARGETPIC 1           WATERMARK 1 
 FIGURE-1                   FIGURE-2                     FIGURE-3 

 
 
           
          

 
 
 
 
 

 
                PASSPIC 1                                   TARGET 1 
     AFTER DE-WATERMARK             AFTER EXTRACTION 

  
             FIGURE-4                                   FIGURE-5 
 
Our second experiment was performed on a Digital 

Logo image that can be watermarked behind any normal 
image before passing it through an untrusted network. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              PASSPIC 2                             TARGETPIC 2  
 FIGURE-6                                        FIGURE-7 
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          PASSPIC 2                                        TARGETPIC 2 

   AFTER DE-WATERMARK                  AFTER EXTRACTION 
          FIGURE-9                                           FIGURE-10 
 
To test the insertion of a watermark, we performed 

experiments on a large number of color images. The 
experiments revealed the efficacy of the proposed 
algorithm in producing watermarked images. It was 
observed that the typical execution time for insertion 
was 2.5sec on a Pentium 4 processor with a speed of 
3:2GHz and 1GB memory for an image with a size of 
256 X 256. Thus, the time overhead of the algorithm 
was minimal. The storage requirement overhead was 
also very small because of only the keys needed to be 
stored by the owner to prove ownership. 

The memory requirement to store the keys is 
insignificant compared to the memory requirement of the 
host image. 

The quality of the watermarked images using this 
method has been obtained using PSNR (Peak Signal to 
Noise Ratio) values in decibels (dB) given by the 
following expression [15]: 

 
 
 
 

where RMSE is the root mean square error of the 
watermarked image compared to the original image. The 
average PSNR value of the Figure-5 has been found to 
be 33dB and similarly the average PSNR value of 
Figure-10 has been found to be 29dB. From the above 
PSNR values it is clear that the output image produced 
in our method is having less distortion and thus it makes 
our method more stringent.  

We have designed the scheme in such a way that it is 
inherently collusion attack resistant. As every watermark 
copy will have the different “policy”, attacker can not 
predict the watermark location and watermark data by 
colluding many copies of watermark image. Owner 
always has a record of different policies used to embed 

the watermark and can always extract the watermark 
data by supplying different policies while extracting a 
watermark from attacked watermark image. So after 
ensuring that our scheme is collusion attack resistant, we 
now need to check that our proposed scheme is robust 
against common image manipulations. 

 
B. Robustness Analysis 

We have conducted following image manipulations 
techniques over the watermarked images (Figure 3 and 
Figure 8) and then extracted the watermark: 

Attack-1: Equalize the Histogram. This method 
usually increases the local contrast of many images, 
especially when the usable data of the image is 
represented by close contrast values. Through this 
adjustment, the intensities can be better distributed on 
the histogram. 

Attack-2: Apply uniform scaling (Zoom). Scaling is a 
non-trivial process that involves a trade-off between 
efficiency, smoothness and sharpness. As the size of an 
image is increased, so the pixels which comprise the 
image become increasingly visible, making the image 
appears "soft". Conversely, reducing an image will tend 
to enhance its smoothness and apparent sharpness. 

Attack-3: Adjust the brightness to +40 and contrast to 
+25. This method changes the image pixels to enhance 
its brightness and color contrast. 

Attack-4: Adjust the hue and saturation to +10 each. 
The Hue/Saturation effect adjusts the hue, saturation, 
and lightness of individual color components in an 
image. 

Attack-5: Add 10 % Gaussian noise. In Gaussian 
noise, each pixel in the image will be changed from its 
original value by a (usually) small amount. A histogram, 
a plot of the amount of distortion of a pixel value against 
the frequency with which it occurs, shows a normal 
distribution of noise. 

Attack-6: Blur the image using Gaussian blur with 1 
pixel radius. This method blurs an image using standard 
Gaussian function. It removes fine image detail and 
noise leaving only larger scale changes. 

 

 
PSNR (dB) 

 Figure 5 Figure 10 
Attack-1 36.03 27.01 
Attack-2 31.20 28.60 
Attack-3 30.10 26.80 
Attack-4 35.63 27.62 
Attack-5 32.14 28.75 
Attack-6 35.02 30.03 

……. (1)

PSNR Of extracted images from the attacked watermarked images 
TABLE - I 

Our proposed scheme sustained all the attacks and 
quality of extracted watermark images is also fine. 
Table-I summarizes the PSNR of extracted image from 
all test images. We are also showing the recovered 
images in Table-III. It is clear that recovered images are 
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quite detectible. Table-II shows the recovered images 
from attacked images. 

During our experimentation, we have observed that 
after applying our algorithm the size of the watermarked 
image is getting increased. It is happening because of the 
increase in the number of bytes of the TargetPic as the 
Passpic is getting watermarked into that. The size can be 
reduced if we use the Compressed Images or the 
Portable images that are mostly suitable for the network. 

After discussing the entire algorithm, it is quiet clear 
that the proposed method is more focused on 
cryptography, i.e., it intends to secure the message over 
a transport channel. But, we need to understand where 
lies the novelty of a cryptographic algorithm. A good 
algorithm is that which can secure the message from any 
kind of attack if the key is not being compromised 
considering the fact the algorithm is public. Here, in our 
case though the encryption is based on the PassPic and 
we self encrypt it and encrypt the TargetPic with the 
encrypted key, if an attacker knows the method, he/she 
can easily frame out its reverse procedure to get the 
image back having the self-encrypted key. So, it offends 
the basic need of algorithm being public.  

Hence, we can't put it as a cryptographic technique. 
But, it could stand out in those cases where the 
algorithm can be proprietary of an individual. For 
example, we can design a media player which internally 
implements the decryption logic of our algorithm. So, 
we can encrypt an audio or video file with a random user 
specific picture (like: digital signature or company logo 
which he/she do not share with anyone) and write the 
encrypted video and algorithm both in the CD/DVD. 
Then the player when fed by user with his /her secret 
image can only decrypt that audio/video and play. If the 
Keypic is supplied wrongly, then only a file containing 
random noise will be generated. In this way, we can 
achieve the copyright protection of content between 
agreed parties. Here, as the algorithm is known to the 
company only and it obfuscates the need of knowing 
from user's point. In similar fashion, this algorithm can 
also be applied to stop the copying of online media 
contents.  

 
 Figure 3 Figure 8 

Attack-1 

 
Attack-2 

  

Attack-3 

 
Attack-4 

 
Attack-5 

 
Attack-6 

 
Watermarked images with different attacks 

TABLE – II 

 

 Figure 5 Figure 10 
Attack-1

Attack-2

Attack-3
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Attack-4 

Attack-5 

Attack-6 

Extracted Target images after different attacks 
TABLE - III 

V. Conclusion 

This watermarking algorithm is supposed to be more 
efficient as here from the watermarked picture it is 
difficult to guess the actual size and content of the 
Target file. And here the watermarked picture is larger 
in size and blurred in color so it is quite different from 
the existing watermarking algorithms.  Experimental 
results prove that the proposed scheme is robust against 
collusion attack as well as common image manipulations 
procedures and thus it can efficiently be used in the field 
of Copyright protection both offline and online. 

Further research on this work may be conducted on 
the sustainability of the proposed heuristic against the 
image compression along with the reduction of extra 
noise which is getting introduced due to different attacks.  
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